
EE 267 Lab 4 Notes 

General: 
Here comes the hardware! Woo! We’ll take some time to set up the hardware and 

implement stereo rendering. We’ll look at lens distortions and then update our user interface, 
enabling us to explore the virtual world we’ve created. 

Starter Hardware: 
You won’t need all the hardware that comes in your kit for this week. We’ll look at more 

hardware next week. For now, please work only with the the following: 
● Viewmaster 
● LCD display 
● Display driver board 
● 1x USB cable 
● 1x HDMI cable 

Leave everything else in the box and be sure to bring the remaining parts to lab next week. 

Starter Files: 
Like before, you’ll be writing in JavaScript and GLSL. Below are the starter files we provide to 
you. Please look through all files and understand this code before editing. 

● Libraries: We use the same libraries as before. These include Three.js, stats.js, 
TeapotBufferGeometry.js, jquery.js, FileSaver.js, and jszip.js. 

● Shaders folder: Please extend fShaderUnwarp.js. Once again, we start you off 
with a proper implementation of the Multiple Lighting Phong Shader. This week, 
we ask you to write fShaderUnwarp.js to correct for lens distortions in the 
headset. We’ve taken care of linking all the correct uniforms to the shaders but 
leave the distortion correction up to you. 

● render.js: We’ve modified render.js for for both traditional and stereo rendering. 
Most of the code in this file should look familiar - it’s similar to what we did last 
week for different render modes. We use both the standardRenderer class and 
the stereoUnwarpRenderer class. To render the viewports side by side, we make 
calls to setScissor and setViewport and then a call to the standardRenderer with 
the left and right view and projection matrices. For lensing unwarp rendering, we 
render the left and right eyes into two separate frame buffers, just as we did for 
anaglyph rendering. Please review this class. 

● standardRenderer.js: We’re using a similar version of the sandardRenderer we 
used last week, with the ability to render direct to the screen or render to a frame 
buffer in memory. Additionally, we allow you to toggle the grid on and off with the 
press of the space bar. Please review this class. 



● stereoUnwarpRenderer.js: Please extend this file. This class is used to create 
two frame buffers for the left and right eyes, as well as update the uniforms 
necessary for lens unwarping. Each material will have a texture map, center 
coordinate, K values, and viewport size. We’ve set up the rendering function for 
each eye, but ask you to make changes to the updateUniforms function to 
calculate the center coordinates for each eye. 

● displayParameters.js:  Please extend this file. In this class, we define the 
headset and display parametresfor you. Notice the new screen resolution, the 
new IPD, and the addition of lens parameters. We’ve created placeholders for the 
computeLensMagnificaiton() and computeDistanceScreenViewer() functions. You 
will  

● transform.js: Please extend this file. The changes in this file are similar to those 
you made last week for anaglyph rendering. Please calculate the correct 
parameters for the view and projection matrices for each eye. We set up the code 
with placeholder values - you will need to update these. 

● stateController.js: Please extend this file. Update the keydown() calback 
function to move the viewerPosition and viewerRotation variables. We’ve 
created the case statement for you but leave the calculations up to you. See the 
lecture notes for help! 

● Teapot.js: Our teapot class. Nothing changed from last week’s Teapot 
implementation.  

● utils.js: These functions haven’t changed. 
● submit.js: Don’t modify this. It’s a script that runs to zip up your homework. If you 

change it, you run the risk of not submitting all required files. 
 

Areas of focus: 
This week builds on the concepts from the anaglyph renderer from last week and 

introduces the headset! Most of the code implementation will feel familiar, but with all new 
hardware. 

Resources: 
● EE267 Lecture 7 Notes 
● WebGL API Quick Reference 
● Built in OpenGL Functions reference 

Hints: 
● Read over all the code and understand what additions and changes have been 

implemented. Having a solid comprehension of the code structure is important! 
● Be sure to answer every question! Don’t leave out any answers or images that we ask 

for in the homework assignment. 

http://www.shaderific.com/glsl-functions/
https://stanford.edu/class/ee267/lectures/lecture7.pdf
https://www.khronos.org/files/webgl/webgl-reference-card-1_0.pdf


● The grid is a great visual to help unwarp the lens distortion. Turn the camera to face the 
grid to check your unwarping. 

● Take your time to assemble the hardware robustly. The connector from the display to the 
driver board is a tad flimsy, so don’t be too aggressive with it. We’re expecting all of 
these back at the end of the quarter. 

● We often mention Frame Buffer Objects, or FBOs. In Three.js, these are implemented 
with the class THREE.WebGLRenderTarget. See last week’s code for many example 
implementations. 

● Look at the solution video posted on the course website! Your results should look like 
this. 

Advanced notes: 
● If somebody wants to follow our coding style, we are following Mr.doob’s Code Style, 

which is a coding style used in Three.js. If you want, you can use ESLint with MDCS 
configuration. We don’t support it, but we encourage you to set it up. 

Submitting assignments: 
There’s a submit.js file that we include. Don’t touch it! But when you’re ready to submit, 

open the render.html file in your browser and drag the entire js folder onto the browser window. 
This will zip up all required files. Upload this zip file to gradescope with the .pdf writeup. 
 


